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With a view to boost demand in the real estate sector, the GST Council recently slashe
construction ats to 5% and affordable homes to 1%, effective April 1, 2019. This is expe
consumers who will see a lowering on their monetary outgo for buying under-constru
generating demand for such properties leading to higher sales velocity for such proje
While such measures will surely bene t the customer, he still needs to prepare well be
decision to purchase a house. Buying a house is not only about the shortlisting and th
about making an informed decision involving nancial responsibility and security. So
decisions involve affordability, down payments and the loan that the consumer will n
dream house. Let us look these conditions in detail.
Affordability

One of the rst things to understand is the affordability. The idea is never to overstret
Some of the key factors that you need to keep in mind while calculating affordability
home income, all outgoing obligations like debt or other loans, any upcoming expense
near future, funds for any potential emergency, any life stage planning like marriage o
for making a down payment and the capacity to absorb the monthly Equated Monthly
availability of funds for down payment will enable you to take a smaller loan leading t
on the home loan and maybe even a smaller tenure.
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Your analysis of affordability will give you a good idea of the budget for your home. Th
monthly out ow of EMI you can afford. While a nancial consultant can be of help, yo
of a home nance company which has tools like EMI calculators that make it easy for
monthly obligation and the loan you can afford.
Financing partner

Once you have a x on the affordability part, you can then proceed to look for a home
technologically capable and who will handhold you through the loan process in a sim
Credit pro le

Even before that it is important to maintain a healthy nancial portfolio as it will be e
before sanctioning and disbursing the loan. Some good habits you need to maintain a
you starting looking for a loan include: ensuring that all your obligations and utility b
without any defaults, ensuring that there are no inward cheque bounces which gure
clearing off your existing loans to free up your EMI repayment capacity and ensuring
Customer (KYC) documents are anomaly free. This will ensure that you have a healthy
your eligibility for a loan.
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To increase your eligibility another good option is to add co-applicants with an incom
by the lender which assessing your capacity to pay. This will help in increasing your
Co-applicant

A male borrower could add a woman as joint owner/ owner of the property or co-appli
differential and lower rates on the home loan. A number of nancial institutions offer
In addition, you should also explore various schemes run by the government like the P
and bene t from the offers.
Last but not the least, it is also necessary that you research and understand the lende
the process goes smoothly and without hassles. Understanding the requirements and
home buying experience easy and also helps avoid last minute disappointments.
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